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To say that "a picture is worth 1000 words" may often seem so
cliche` but at the same time it is appropriate in pointing out Things
That Happen By Chance. This delightful children's book examines

the world of one real little boy, coincidentally named Chance,
learning some simple life lessons. In a growing visual interactive
experience Things That Happen By Chance will have children
everywhere saying, "that's just like me" while parents will be

thanking Chance for re-affirming, in his own funny way, the same
advice they give to their children. From the simple social graces of
please and thank you, to being considerate of others, being honest
and helpful and always doing the right thing, Chance learns how
easy it is to be a nice person no matter where you live or what your

circumstances are. Simple to read, in a font we created using
Chance's own actual handwriting, this 72 page full color book takes
real life natural photographs caught in fleeting moments in time to
bring about a fun discussion on a myriad of events in a child's daily
life. Seeing and reading his often funny advice about his activities
and adventures as they happen makes a great conversation starter for
parents and child educators alike. Universal in its message Things
That Happen By Chance is the first in an original book series. It
takes a closer look at the little things in life while offering children

some advice through the eyes of a curious little boy, just like
them. Things That Happen By Chance will surely touch the hearts

of children the world over and be passed along to others for
generations to come.
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